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Death “Mentalities” or Attitudes about Death

● Dying and death are inevitable and inescapable features 
of the human experience
○ We are people living-towards-death

● Understanding, coping with, avoiding, and responding to 
death are fundamental to our society and culture

● Dying and death, beyond a biological fact, are also social 
constructs



Death “Mentalities” or Attitudes about Death

● The social construction of dying and death changes over 
time...

● … Due to changes in our life conditions
○ Social
○ Economic
○ Religious
○ Political
○ Technological



Philippe Aries, The Hour of Our Death

● Traces the history of death “mentalities” from the Middle 
Ages to the 20th Century

● Defines four prevailing attitudes towards death and dying
○ “Tamed death”
○ “One’s own death” or “Death of the self”
○ “Thy death” or “Death of the other”
○ “Forbidden death”



“Tamed Death”

● Middle Ages
● Embodied a familiarity with death and the close proximity 

between the living and the dead
○ Physical
○ Spiritual

● Medieval deathbed



“One’s Own Death”

● Late Middle Ages
● Concerned with the death of the individual and their 

responsibility to achieve a positive passing into the next 
world
○ Heaven vs Hell

● Focused on how an individual could prepare for, confront, 
and reconcile with their own passing
○ Moment of death

● The art of dying well (Ars moriendi)



“Death of the Other” or “Thy Death”

● 16th century
● Shift in focus from the dying and dead to those 

experiencing the loss of a loved one
● Development of mourning culture

○ Mourning behavior and etiquette
○ Bereavement periods
○ Clothing and jewelry
○ Public spectacle



“Forbidden Death” or the Denial of Death

● Death becomes hidden from public view
● Embrace of scientific, medical, and technological 

advancements and the professionalization of medicine in 
establishing a new explanatory framework for dying and 
death
○ Institutionalization
○ Professionalization

● Death becomes something pathological and dangerous



“Forbidden Death” or the Denial of Death

● Supplanting religious frameworks
○ The home deathbed becomes a hospital bed
○ The bedside priest replaced by clinicians
○ Peaceful passing replaced by technological thwarting 

of death
● De-ritualization (re-ritualization?) leads to loss of 

communal meaning-making and understanding



Critiques of Aries’s Stages of Death Mentalities

● Too simplistic
● Too reductionist
● Too linear
● Western point of view

● Important to understand the broader social and cultural 
influences on dying and death



The Next Stage?

● Are we in need of a new death mentality to capture…
○ The last 40 years?

■ Globalilization
■ Digital era

○ Now - coronavirus pandemic?



“Spectacular Death”

● Jacobsen (2016) proposes a new 5th phase
○ Jacobsen, MH. “Spectacular Death” - Proposing a New Fifth Phase to 

Phillipe Aries’s Admirable History of Death. Humanities 5(19); 2016.

● Death has been transformed into a spectacle
○ Available for public consumption but from a safe 

distance
○ We experience dying and death vicariously

● 5 dimensions of the “spectacular death”



“Spectacular Death”

● Mediatized visibility of death
● Commercialization of death
● Re-ritualization of death

○ Personalized
○ Public memorials

● Palliative care
● Academic attention and specialization



What comes next?

● What events and social and cultural entities will influence 
and define our attitudes towards dying and death?
○ Personally
○ Socially
○ Historically

● Do we need these labels?
○ How are they helpful?
○ How are they a hinderance?



Quick Take Assignment

● What social and cultural entities and events have 
influenced your understanding of and attitude(s) towards 
death?


